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֍ Making a classroom inclusive for educating children with diverse learning

needs is a challenge, especially in Mathematics.

֍ This is about what has been initiated by RAA, DIET Shimla and HPSRMC to

make the learning of Mathematics a ‘Fun’.

֍ Maths Lab on Wheels started in October, 2019.

֍ 75-specially designed learning aids have been prepared for making learning

of mathematics fun for each and every learner in the class.

֍ 8-learning aids are selected here for demonstration.

An Overview:



 Inclusive classroom addresses the diverse learning needs of

all children of the class.

 The methods of teaching is adopted in such a way that every

student enjoys learning new concepts.

 The teaching – aids attract the students for learning in a play

way method.

 These aids work on ‘Learn while you Play’ and ‘Learning by Doing’

principle.

Teaching Learning in an Inclusive Classroom



⁕ It is observed and found in different surveys

that children face difficulty in learning

‘Mathematics’ and lag behind class per class.

⁕ Children are not interested to learn

Mathematics due to its abstractness.

⁕ DIET Shimla has started some innovative

practices in teaching–learning in Mathematics

in Himachal Pradesh which are briefly

presented here.

Teaching Learning of Mathematics



 Reduce  phobia of learning Maths

 Designed for selected mathematical concepts  in which the child 

finds difficulty in learning

 Easy to handle

 Relates directly to mathematical concepts

 Helps in practicing further in real life situation

 Can be used in group and individual setting.

 Designed in order of difficulty level

 Helps in improving learning outcomes

Salient features of these  teaching aids are:-

 Attractive 

 Useful for every child of the class

 Helps in teaching- learning  Maths as a 

fun activity



§ helps in making different numbers

§ aids in learning to make, read and write Numbers up to 

Crores

§ Child can make new number while exploring, doing,

playing, manipulating this aid, almost in every activity.

§ helps in reading and writing the numbers in words

§ aids in understanding Ascending and Descending order

§ facilitates four  basic Arithmetic Operations

§ aids in understanding Successor and Predecessors 

§ Can be used up to 8th class

Numbers-Making Teaching Aid



⁙ It is observed in maths class that

children do not like to remember

the Tables.

⁙ This aid motivates children to

practice Tables from 1 to 10 in

play way method.

⁙ Child learns to multiply two

numbers with experiment.

Multiplication Table



1 2

3 4



Expanded Form of Different 

Numbers up to 9999

Addition 
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It helps in

※telling the time from Analogue watch and 

Digital watch

※converting the digital time digits to 

analogue form

※learning the parts of circle very easily 

※learning of fractions of Clockwise and Anti 

Clockwise revolutions

※learning of number of right angles turned

through the Hour hand when moves

between 3 to 6, 9 to 9, etc.



These are used to teach geometry. 

Usually children face difficulty in learning geometrical concepts like ‘line, 

angles, 2 – D shapes, etc. 

The properties of these geometrical shapes can be taught with the help of 

these sticks in a very interactive way. 

Magnetic Sticks



‘Electro Mental Maths’





Electro-mental Math aids

⁕ are very interactive aids and used to

teach the different math-concepts in

inclusive classrooms.

⁕ attract the child to learn through playing

game as planed by the teacher and

students together.

⁕ have 20 sheets with 20 learning outcomes

which can be achieved through using

these aids.

⁕ help in practicing more and more

questions related to different math-

concepts.



 Maths Lab on Wheels are facilitating all the children to learn 

Mathematics without any stress and strain.

 It is helpful in removing the phobia of the child towards the subject

 DIET Shimla is imparting the training to the D. El. Ed. Trainees to 

use these aids effectively in their teaching practice in schools. 

Mission still going on to achieve the right goal.

Thank You


